
Presenter
Presentation Notes
The theme Helen Phillips has selected for the 2011-12 SNA Program year is 	“Stand up for Change, Define Tomorrow”The number one priority issues for this year is Adapting to Change.    Change is all around us – new regulations on the horizon, new laws, new CEO at SNA.    I am sure you can think of even more changes that will impact you.   How many like change?      	I bet you move your furniture around – you change your office around?How many of you would just assume we never talked about change?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are you dizzy yet?     How many of you feel like these circles when someone mentions change?



 Would we still be plucking chickens?
 Would  lunch cost $.35
 Would we be ASFSA?
 Would we be recognized as the leader in child 

nutrition?
 What about Chocolate?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is nothing changed?Would we still be plucking chickensWould lunch cost $.35Would we be known as ASFSAWould we be recognized as the leader in child nutritionWhat about chocolate – could you live without it



Please write a One Sentence Definition 
of

CHANGE.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a scrap of paper write the definition of change as you see it	(Give them a minute to write the definition)



To cause to be different, to alter.



 Environment changing rapidly
 New technology
 Globalize economy
 Changing market requirements
 Intense domestic and international 

competition
 New opportunities and threats for 

leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we need to change?The environment is changing rapidlyNew technology – iphones, computers, ipads, Globalize economy – we depend on other countries as they also depend on usChanging market requirements – our students are savvyIntense domestic and international competition - New opportunities and threats for leadership – can’t do the same old thing the same old wayWhat other things drive you to change – health,  laws, new regulations, budget cuts



Unique backgrounds
Diverse experiences
Various assumptions 
Different expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We each old different views because	we come from unique backgrounds  - north or south, east or west, country or city	we have diverse experiences – traveling, changing jobs	we all make different assumptions – our thoughts lead us all in different directions – I can’t see you thoughts and you can’t see 	mine, but they do make a difference in how we view life	we all have different expectations – our goals are all different



Does my “world view” still 
represent what’s going on in 
the world? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think for a minute – does your view still represent what is going on in the worldWe have boomers and generation Xers, we have young and old.   Our ancestors see the world differently than we do.As I turn to the next slide – what do you see?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you see the old woman or the young girl?Hint:   Old woman has big eye and wrinkled cheek.   She is looking to the left.   She has a big nose with a wart and pointy chin.     Her mouth looks like she has no teeth.Hint:   Young girl is looking back.      She has a button nose (wart on the old woman) and a necklace (mouth of old woman).  She has an ear (old woman’s eye)        What does this mean?   It means we instantly see life differently.    



Isolated

Squeezed

Resistant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we are faced with change some o fuse will feel resistant (most) and some will feel isolated.    Change will cause some of us to feel squeezed.



However good or bad a situation is, it will change.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ButHowever good or bad a situation is it will change



Why Do 
People 
Resist 
Change?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cross your arms across your chest….Now uncross them and cross again putting your other arm on top.Comfortable?Shake out  your arms and cross them again – what happened?Did you go back to what was comfortable?         That is what happens – when we get stressed, we go back to what is comfortable.



 Threat to self interest
 Uncertainty & loss of comfort zone
 Lack of faith in the change

 That it is necessary
 That it will succeed

 Distrust of leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why do we resist change?	See it as threat	Loss of comfort	Lack of faith in the change	Distrust of the leader



 Threat to values
 Personal
 Organizational

 Fear
 Of the unknown
 Of being manipulated

11-14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The threat could be personal or organizational.   It could be contrary to our values and beliefs.People are afraid of the unknown – the are fearful of losing control and being manipulated



 Role of the leader is to facilitate change that 
results in better performance

 Change-oriented leaders are responding by 
initiating strategies that match the 
requirements of the turbulent environments 
in which organizations exist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As leaders it is our role to facilitate the change, to initiate strategies that match the requirements of our organization



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, just how can we help lead change – reduce the resistance?



 Avoid micromanaging
 Empower people to implement 

the change
 Help people deal with the trauma 

of the change
 Prepare people for necessary 

adjustment
 Retraining

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can we do as leaders?Avoid micromanaging – let people have the space to changeEmpower others to implement the change – in their own wayHelp people deal with the trauma of change – let them deal with it in their own wayPrepare people and make sure they have the training and retraining they need to make the change



 Assemble a coalition of supporters
 Align organizational structure 

with new strategy for consistency
 Survey the organizational 

landscape for likely supporters 
and opponents

11-18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help lead task driven change =Assemble your supporters – meet with them to develop the strategiesAlign your organization with the new strategy – it will be easier to stick with itLook for the opponents as well as the supporters – the opponents will let you know what you need to do differently



 Recruit competent and committed 
supporters

 Know when and how to use 
ad-hoc committees or task forces 
to shape implementation activities

 Know when a full-scale approach 
to implementation is needed

11-19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recruit people to speak to the issue and the causeUse ad hoc committees or task forces – it will get more buy in to the processKnow when a full out – head on approach is needed



1. Establish a sense of urgency
2. Form a powerful guiding coalition
3. Develop a compelling vision
4. Communicate the vision widely
5. Empower members to act on the vision
6. Generate short-term wins
7. Consolidate gains, create greater change
8. Institutional changes in the organizational 

culture



 Tell yourself the truth. 
 Reach out to others. 
 Stay focused. 
 Be patient. 
 Let go of the past. 
 Reflect on what you’ve learned.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategies for Coping with Change Change is a natural part of life, both at home and work.  We may not have control over all the job-related changes that come our way, but we can find positive ways to face them.  Following are some suggestions to help you manage change effectively:   §         Tell yourself the truth. Allow yourself to be upset, worried or sad.   §         Reach out to others. Discuss your feelings with supportive coworkers, friends, family. §         Stay focused. Use “to-do” lists to keep your goals clear. §         Be patient. It takes time to sort through all your emotions and adjust to change. §         Let go of the past. Keep moving forward. Prepare yourself with a positive attitude and new skills. §         Reflect on what you’ve learned.  Ask yourself, “What have I learned from this experience?”  Remember any successful coping techniques you used that may help you handle future changes. From Maine Government site



 Flatter, more agile 
organizational structures

 More empowering cultures
 Leaders that lead the responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What happens when we change?We will be more agile and able to respond to the issues that face usWe will be more empowered and others will feel more empoweredWe will be seen as leaders that lead the responses



 Excitement– Change keeps us new and 
exciting.

 Teamwork– Change keeps the 
organization working and thinking together.

 Profit– Change finds more efficient ways 
of doing things.

 Confidence– Change builds confidence in 
everyone.

 Communication– Change opens 
discussions for everyone.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hit enterExcitement is a wonderful thing and lead to some great things.Hit enterTeamwork nothing gets done with out itHit enterProfit we should all always be thinking of better ways of doing everythingHit enterConfidence change when thought through and handled properly can give anyone lot’s of confidence.Hit enterCommunication thinking about change will automatically open those lines and allow for great discussions.Hit enter



In one word….GROWTH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can you tell when your plants at home are growing? They change size, shape, color.How can you tell when your kids or grand kids are growing? They change they’re looks, they’re answers, they’re interests.How can you tell when you or your employees are growing? They find new ways of doing things, they ask questions, they make decisions.So is fair to say that we can sum up the benefits of change in one word?Hit enter



 How are your  associations responses 
to change affecting your members?

 What are the changes 
affecting your association?

 How is your association 
responding to these changes?
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